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CVJ Aftermarket
including TPE boot

DualHook Adjustable
Ear Clamp 259
Maximum Sealing Performance

An optimized interlock design supports
an extra high closing force for a maximized
sealing performance.

Oetiker DualHook Adjustable Ear Clamps are an innovative
connecting solution specially designed to use with
applications where high performance and universal
features are demanded. The user-friendly and ergonomic
handling help make operating processes more efficient.
The Oetiker DualHook Adjustable Ear Clamps cover a
wide range of diameters while inventory stock and part
numbers are reduced. Eight part numbers cover the
whole range, only two part numbers cover the large end.

Applications
· CVJ Aftermarket for TPE and rubber boot applications

DualHook Adjustable Ear Clamps 259

Beneﬁts
· High strength suitable for TPE and rubber boot
· User-friendly, ergonomic handling
· High sealing performance
· Reduced inventory level due to less part numbers

Optimized interlock design: three dual hooks provide
extra high force
Waved band edge with dimples: enhances band
strength and avoids risk of breakage
Tongue-in-groove design: provides StepLess® feature
for the whole adjustable range and a smooth sliding into
the recess
Burr-free strip edges: reduced risk of damage to parts
being clamped

Technical Data
Material
Stainless steel, material no. 1.4301 / UNS S30400
Corrosion resistance according to DIN EN ISO 9227
> 1000 h
Series
Size range
24.5 – 120.2 mm

Width × thickness
9.0 × 0.6 mm

Recommended closing force
3800 N

Ear width
10.7 mm

Features

Interlock DualHook

Waved band edge
Tongue-in-groove-design

Ear width

Interlock by DualHook technology
The new Oetiker DualHook technology is an optimized
interlock design providing extra high closing force. Three
DualHook structures interlock hooks and windows from
the upper and lower band with each other.

Waved band edge with dimples
For easy handling waves at both band edges provide
equal stiﬀness along the band. This feature further
enhances the band strength and avoids the risk of
breakage as well as twisting and turning of the clamp
on the band.

Tongue-in-groove design
The clamp has a special recess to accommodate the
tongue for the whole range. The tip of the tongue is
specially designed to allow for a smooth sliding into the
recess while providing the StepLess® feature.

Peace of Mind
from our 360° solution approach
Aftermarket and service repair industries require products that ensure quick and easy
installation, minimizing warranty claims and preventing return service repairs. As a
world leading provider of innovative connecting solutions, customers count on Oetiker
to provide peace of mind for aftermarket connections with OEM quality and ISO
Standards. Pioneering reliable fastening components for over 75 years, we deliver
high quality connecting and assembly solutions that are simpler, smarter and stronger.
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